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Abstract
We propose the discrepancy-based generalization theories for unsupervised domain adap-
tation. Previous theories introduced distribution discrepancies defined as the supremum
over complete hypothesis space. The hypothesis space may contain hypotheses that lead to
unnecessary overestimation of the risk bound. This paper studies the localized discrepancies
defined on the hypothesis space after localization. First, we show that these discrepancies
have desirable properties. They could be significantly smaller than the pervious discrep-
ancies. Their values will be different if we exchange the two domains, thus can reveal
asymmetric transfer difficulties. Next, we derive improved generalization bounds with
these discrepancies. We show that the discrepancies could influence the rate of the sample
complexity. Finally, we further extend the localized discrepancies for achieving super transfer
and derive generalization bounds that could be even more sample-efficient on source domain.
Keywords: Statistical Learning Theory, Transfer Learning, Domain Adaptation
1. Introduction
General learning theories assume that the training and test data are generated by identical
underlying distribution. This assumption may not hold in many applications. Some tasks
may need to learn with some available training data to test on distinct distribution without
labeled data. This problem is known as domain adaptation Quionero-Candela et al. (2009)
that attracts a great deal of attention recently. A mainstream theoretical framework for
domain adaptation is the discrepancy-based theories. Ben-David et al. Ben-David et al.
(2007) used a parameterized discrepancy to measure the error gap between domains in binary
classification tasks. Later, this group of theories were developed from multiple perspectives
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by a series of works Mansour et al. (2009a); Germain et al. (2013); Cortes et al. (2015); Zhang
et al. (2019). They share the desirable property that discrepancies can be estimated from
finite unlabeled datasets and provide guidance to algorithm designs for domain adaptation.
A relatively small discrepancy is necessary for the success of domain adaptation. Classical
discrepancies Ben-David et al. (2007); Mansour et al. (2009a) are defined as the supremum
over a pair of complete hypothesis spaces. These definitions are relatively conservative
since they include many hypotheses that are impossible to have good performance on either
domains. Such hypotheses could make these discrepancies excessively large. Several works
try to solve this problem by proposing new discrepancies defined on the hypothesis spaces
after localization. Cortes et al. (2015) uses a small amount of target labeled data to reduce
one of the paired hypothesis spaces. Zhang et al. (2019) replaces one of the paired hypothesis
spaces to the main hypothesis. Still, there are no provable guarantees that the localization
on discrepancy brings generalization advantages.
In our paper, we study the localized discrepancies with an alternative localization method.
We prove that after localization, these discrepancies can also lead to target error bounds
under mild assumptions. We find that the localized discrepancies endow impressive properties.
The localized discrepancies could be smaller than previous discrepancies by a large margin.
They are able to reveal asymmetric transfer difficulties since their values will be different
after exchanging the source and target domains. We propose generalization bounds for
these localized discrepancies. We show that after localization, the sample complexities
are controlled by the discrepancies and could be faster when they are small enough. This
is the first theoretical result that shows discrepancy-based upper bounds could achieve
faster sample complexities under classical assumptions Ben-David et al. (2007). We also
analyze how to achieve super transfer Hanneke and Kpotufe (2019) in unsupervised domain
adaptation. Super transfer refers to generalization bounds where the order of source sample
complexity is faster than that of the target. We prove that the boosted versions of the
localized discrepancies can lead to super transfer without excessive assumptions, thus can be
even more sample-efficient.
Overall, we summarize our contributions as the following aspects:
• We define new localized discrepancies with an alternative localization technique. We
prove that these localized discrepancies could lead to transfer error bound and have
good properties. These discrepancies can be strictly smaller than classical discrepancies.
They can also reveal the asymmetric transfer difficulties in domain adaptation.
• We propose improved generalization bounds with these localized discrepancies. We
prove that the value of these discrepancies could also influence the generalization errors.
When the discrepancies are small enough, the sample complexity can be faster.
• We further study super transfer in unsupervised domain adaptation. With boosted
versions of the localized discrepancies, we could achieve faster generalization rate on
source domain than on target domain, which could thus be further more sample-efficient.
Our paper is organized as follows. We first introduce basic notations and settings in Section
2. We then define our localized discrepancies in Section 3 and further propose upper bounds
of target error. We study the properties of localized discrepancies in Section 4. We propose
improved generalization bounds with localized discrepancies in Section 5. Finally, we extend
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the localized discrepancies to enable super transfer in Section 6. Further analysis and all
proofs could be found in appendix.
2. Preliminaries
In supervised learning setting, we learn from an original distribution D on X ×Y , where X is
the instance space and Y is the output space. Throughout learning, we first sample a dataset
with n labeled points Dn = {(xi, yi)}ni=1 independently and identically distributed (i.i.d.)
from D. We then define a hypothesis space H : X → Y and find the best hypothesis h ∈ H
that makes the fewest mistakes on distribution D. A loss function L is used to measure the
error of h. The expected error of hypothesis h on distribution D is defined as errD(h) ,
E(x,y)∼DL(h(x), y). While the original distribution D is unknown, we can estimate the
expected error by the empirical error of h on dataset Dn as errDn(h) , 1n
∑n
i=1 L(h(xi), yi).
In domain adaptation setting, we learn from two different distributions on X × Y:
source distribution P and target distribution Q. We sample a labeled source dataset
Pn = {(xi, yi)}ni=1 and an unlabeled target dataset Qm = {(xi)}n+mi=n+1. Our goal is to find a
good hypothesis h ∈ H with low expected error errQ(h) on target distribution Q, which is
challenging since target dataset Qm is unlabeled. The basic idea of domain adaptation is
to find a good hypothesis h on source distribution P with low expected error errP (h) and
adapt it to the target distribution Q, based on datasets Pn and Qm.
In this paper, we mainly consider binary classification tasks, where Y = {0, 1}. Unless
specifically mentioned, the loss L is set as 0-1 loss: L(y1, y2) = 1[y1 6= y2]. This loss takes
value in {0, 1} and is symmetric. Denote by d the VC-dimension Vapnik (1995) for measuring
the complexity of hypothesis space.
3. Localized Discrepancies
In this section, we propose the definition of localized discrepancies and study their mathe-
matical properties. We first need some proper statistics to measure the distribution shift
from P to Q. A series of previous works focus on designing distribution discrepancies for
domain adaptation. Ben-David et al. Ben-David et al. (2010) proposed the first finite-sample
estimable statistic for 0-1 loss, the H∆H-divergence:
discH(P,Q) = sup
h,h′∈H
|EQL(h′, h)− EPL(h′, h)|. (1)
This H-dependent divergence is defined as the supremum on the symmetric difference
hypothesis space H∆H = {L(h′, h)|h, h′ ∈ H}. It was generalized by Mansour et al.
Mansour et al. (2009b) to the discrepancy distance for a broader class of loss functions.
Recently, Zhang et al. Zhang et al. (2019) introduced the disparity discrepancy which takes
the supremum on a hypothesis-dependent space {L(h′, h)|h′ ∈ H} instead of H∆H:
disch,H(P,Q) = sup
h′∈H
(
EQL(h
′, h)− EPL(h′, h)
)
. (2)
Based on these discrepancies, rigorous theories of generalization bounds for the target error
were derived, which have inspired a line of influential works on domain adaptation Ganin
et al. (2016); Saito et al. (2018); Long et al. (2018); Zhang et al. (2019).
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While making essential advances in domain adaptation theory, these discrepancies are all
defined as the supremum over the whole hypothesis space. This will include bad hypotheses
impossible to have lower error and result in overestimation of the generalization bound.
Inspired by this observation, we introduce the localized hypothesis space and define the
localized variants of these discrepancies:
Definition 1 (Localized Discrepancies) For any source distribution P and target dis-
tribution Q on X × Y, any hypothesis space H and any r ≥ 0, the localized hypothesis
space Hr is defined as
Hr = {h ∈ H|EPL(h(x), y) ≤ r}. (3)
Based on Hr, the localized H∆H-discrepancy from P to Q is defined as
discHr(P,Q) = sup
h,h′∈Hr
(
EQL(h
′, h)− EPL(h′, h)
)
. (4)
And for any h ∈ H, the localized disparity discrepancy from P to Q is defined as
disch,Hr(P,Q) = sup
h′∈Hr
(
EQL(h
′, h)− EPL(h′, h)
)
. (5)
Note that discHr(P,Q) stresses the discrepancy used for one-way transfer from P to Q.
The localized discrepancies are monotonically increasing functions for 0 ≤ r ≤ 1. Specif-
ically, discHr(P,Q) ≤ discH1(P,Q) = discH(P,Q) and disch,Hr(P,Q) ≤ disch,H1(P,Q) =
disch,H(P,Q). Given a proper parameter r, we show that the localized discrepancies also
imply target error bound.
Theorem 2 (Error Bound) For distributions P , Q and hypothesis space H, let λ be the
ideal joint error:
λ , min
h∈H
(errP (h) + errQ(h)) . (6)
Then for any r > λ and h ∈ Hr, we have the following upper bound of target error:
errQ(h) ≤ errP (h) + discHr(P,Q) + λ. (7)
Similarly, for any r > λ and h ∈ H, we have the following upper bound of target error:
errQ(h) ≤ errP (h) + disch,Hr(P,Q) + λ. (8)
These bounds share similar form as the seminal ones Ben-David et al. (2010); Zhang et al.
(2019) except for using different discrepancies. The first term is source error. The ideal joint
error λ coincides with the adaptability term in Ben-David et al. (2010). Since these localized
discrepancies are smaller, the resulting bounds are also relatively smaller than Ben-David
et al. (2010); Zhang et al. (2019).
Our bounds depend on the common assumption that λ is small Ben-David et al. (2010).
Previous works also show that a small λ is necessary for the success of domain adaptation
Ben-David and Urner (2012). This assumption actually implies a restricted space for the
ideal hypothesis since it states that the source error of the ideal hypothesis is small. Thus
the target expected error can be bounded by the localized discrepancies under the mild
assumption r > λ. Although we cannot compute the accurate value of λ, we must assume
that λ is small such that the choice of r could be more flexible; otherwise domain adaptation
will fail.
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Remark 3 The idea of reducing the hypothesis space in discrepancy appears in previous works.
Cortes et al. (2015) proposes delicate generalized discrepancy when one of the hypothesis
spaces in H∆H is contracted to H′′ ⊂ H. They choose H′′ with small amount of labeled
target data to ensure it is not far from the target ideal hypothesis. Hanneke and Kpotufe
(2019) discusses the localization of discrepancy in hypothesis transfer setting when some
labeled target data is available. And they do not provide detailed analysis. Furthermore, these
works do not prove that the reduction of hypothesis space will lead to better generalization
properties. Germain et al. (2013) studies domain adaptation in PAC-Bayes paradigms. They
consider discrepancy based on single hypothesis distribution. This will bring an incomputable
term and need assumption that the term is small for all hypothesis distributions.
Remark 4 The localized discrepancies are no longer distance or even pseudo-metric on
distributions. First, we will show that discHr(P,Q) = 0 may not imply P = Q. Second, we
will show that the localized discrepancies may not be symmetric. As the localized discrepancies
have the ability to bound the target error, they are still proper-defined statistics to measure
the difference between two distributions.
Remark 5 In the upper bounds proposed in Theorem 2, the inequalities stand for r > λ.
Define the ideal joint hypothesis h∗ , arg minh∈H (errP (h) + errQ(h)). When r = r0 < λ,
we may have h∗ /∈ Hr. At this time, the new λr0 may increase when the discrepancy term
discHr0 (P,Q) is smaller. So there is a trade-off between the localized discrepancy and λ. For
empirical use, choose a larger r is safer, but may lead to a larger discrepancy estimation.
4. Comparison between Discrepancies
We will give several examples to show that the localized discrepancies lead to a relatively
accurate estimation of the target expected error. This depends on two properties of the
localized discrepancies. First, the localized discrepancies can be significantly smaller than
previous discrepancies Ben-David et al. (2010); Zhang et al. (2019). Second, the localized
discrepancies lead to asymmetric estimations between two different distributions. For clarity,
we focus on the localized H∆H-discrepancy (4) in this section. In the next section, we will
show that with specific objective function, these advantages of the localizedH∆H-discrepancy
can be shared by the localized disparity discrepancy (5).
4.1 Avoiding Overestimation
In Section 3 we have shown that the localized H∆H-discrepancy is smaller than the H∆H-
divergence Ben-David et al. (2010). We will further show that the localized H∆H-discrepancy
can be strictly smaller.
Example 1 (Threshold Learning) We first consider a commonly-used example. Consider
X = R and H as the threshold function class. A threshold function can be defined as ht
that outputs 1 on x < t and 0 otherwise. The hypothesis space H contains ht and 1 − ht
for all t ∈ R. At this time, the function 1[h 6= h′] in H∆H can be written as 1[x ∈ [t, t′)],
1[x ∈ (t, t′]] or 1[x /∈ (t, t′)] for some t < t′. We assume that the source distribution Q is
uniform distribution on X (Q) = [0, 1] and the target distribution P is uniform distribution
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3 Localized Discrepancy89
In this section, we propose the definitions of localized discrepancies. Since P and Q are different90
distributions, we need some statistics to measure the shift across domains. A series of seminal91
work concentrate on designing distribution discrepancies for domain adaptation. [1] proposed the92
H H-divergence for 01 loss:93
discH(Q,P ) = sup
h,h02H
|EQL(h0, h)  EPL(h0, h)|, (1)
This divergence is defined on the chosen hypothesis space and has good generalization properties.94
Later, [22] extended theH H-divergence to the discrepancy distance which can be generalized to95
a broader class of loss functions. Recently, [34] introduced the disparity discrepancy which takes96
supremum over a hypothesis instead of the space {L(h0, h)|h, h0 2 H}. Disparity discrepancy does97
not only depend on the hypothesis space, but also depend on a hypothesis h. It could be written as:98
disch,H(Q,P ) = sup
h02H
(EQL(h
0, h)  EPL(h0, h)) , (2)
Based on these discrepancies, these work proposed target error upper bound that can be estimated99
from labeled dataset Pn and unlabeled dataset Qm.100
The main idea behind these bounds is bounding the performance gap of all possible good hypothesis101
on both domains. Nonetheless, previous bounds also take many irrelevant hypothesis that are far102
from the good hypothesis into account. If we could further remove them and reduce the hypothesis103
space for discrepancy, we will improve the estimation of target error and the generalization ability of104
the upper bound. Under the common assumption that P and Q share similar semantics, we can see105
that the good hypothesis should also have a low error on source domain. Inspired by this observation,106
we introduce the localized hypothesis space and define the new localized discrepancies:107
Definition 3.1. For any source distribution P , target distribution Q on X ⇥ Y and any hypothesis108
spaceH, the localized hypothesis spaceHr is defined as:109
Hr = {h 2 H|EPL(h(x), y)  r}. (3)
Based on the definition ofHr, the localized discrepancy from P to Q is defined as:110
discrH(Q,P ) = sup
h,h02Hr
(EQL(h
0, h)  EPL(h0, h)) (4)
For any h 2 H, the localized disparity discrepancy from P to Q is defined as:111
discrh,H(Q,P ) = sup
h02Hr
(EQL(h
0, h)  EPL(h0, h)) . (5)
After the definitions, we can directly find that the localized discrepancies are increasing functions112
for 0  r  1. So we have discrH(Q,P )  disc1H(Q,P ) = discH(Q,P ) and discrh,H(Q,P ) 113
disc1h,H(Q,P ) = disch,H(Q,P ). For a proper choice of r, we can see that above terms can also lead114
target error bound.115
Theorem 3.2. For distribution P ,Q on X ⇥Y and hypothesis spaceH, let   be the ideal joint error:116
117
  = min
h2H
(errP (h) + errQ(h)) (6)
Then for any r     and h 2 Hr, we have the following upper bound of target error,118
errQ(h)  errP (h) + discrH(Q,P ) +  , (7)
For any r     and h 2 H, we have the following upper bound of target error,119
errQ(h)  errP (h) + discrh,H(Q,P ) +  . (8)
The form of the bounds are the same as their predecessors except the discrepancy term. The first term120
is source error term. The ideal joint error   coincides with the famous adaptability term in previous121
results proposed in [1]. As the localized discrepancies are smaller, these bounds with localized122
discrepancy are also relatively smaller.123
We can see that the target expected error can be bounded by the localized discrepancy under the124
condition that r    . Previous works show that a smaller   is necessary for success of domain125
adaptation [3]. We show that this assumption actually implies a restricted space for ideal hypothesis.126
Although we can’t get the accurate value of  , we must assume that the   is small or the task is127
certain to fail. Thus the choice of r could be more flexible.128
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H H-divergence for 01 loss:93
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Based on these discrepancies, these work proposed target error upper bound that can be estimated99
from labeled dataset Pn and unlabeled dataset Qm.100
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Definition 3.1. For any source distribution P , target distribution Q on X ⇥ Y and any hypothesis108
spaceH, the localized hypothesis spaceHr is defined as:109
Hr = {h 2 H|EPL(h(x), y)  r}. (3)
Based on the definition ofHr, the localized discrepancy from P to Q is defined as:110
discrH(Q,P ) = sup
h,h02Hr
(EQL(h
0, h)  EPL(h0, h)) (4)
For any h 2 H, the localized disparity discrepancy from P to Q is defined as:111
discrh,H(Q,P ) = sup
h02Hr
(EQL(h
0, h)  EPL(h0, h)) . (5)
After the definitions, we can directly find that the localized discrepancies are increasing functions112
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disc1h,H(Q,P ) = disch,H(Q,P ). For a prope choice of , we can see that above terms can also lead114
target error bound.115
Theorem 3.2. For distribution P ,Q on X ⇥Y and hypothesis spaceH, let   be the ideal joint error:116
117
  = min
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(errP (h) + errQ(h)) (6)
Then for any r     and h 2 Hr, we have the following upper bound of target error,118
errQ(h)  errP (h) + discrH(Q,P ) +  , (7)
For any r     and h 2 H, we have the following upper bound of target error,119
errQ(h)  errP (h) + discrh,H(Q,P ) +  . (8)
The form of the bounds are the same as their predecessors except the discrepancy term. The first term120
is source error term. The ideal joint error   coincides with the famous adaptability term in previous121
results proposed in [1]. As the localized discrepancies are smaller, these bounds with localized122
discrepancy are also relatively smaller.123
We can see that the target expected error can be bounded by the localized discrepancy under the124
condition that r    . Previous works show that a smaller   is necessary for success of domain125
adaptation [3]. We show that this assumption actually implies a restricted space for ideal hypothesis.126
Although we can’t get the accurate value of  , we must assume that the   is small or the task is127
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from the good hypothesis into account. If we could further emove them and redu e the ypothesis103
space f r discrepancy, we will imp ove the estimation of target error a d the generalization ability of104
the upper bound. Under the common assumption that P and Q share similar semantics, we can see105
that the good hypothesis should also have a low error on source domain. Inspired by this observation,106
we introduce the localized hypothesis space and define the new localized discrepancies:107
Definition 3.1. For any source distribution P , target distribution Q on X ⇥ Y and any hypothesis108
spaceH, the localized hypothesis spaceHr is defined as:109
Hr = {h |EPL(h(x), y)  r}. (3)
Based on the definition of r, the localized discrepancy from P to Q is defined as:110
discrH(Q,P ) = sup
h,h02Hr
(EQL(h
0, h)  EPL(h0, h)) (4)
For any h 2 H, the localized disparity discrepancy from P to Q is defined as:111
discrh,H(Q,P ) = sup
h02Hr
(EQL(h
0, h)  EPL(h0, h)) . (5)
After the definitions, we can directly find that the localized discrepancies are increasing functions112
for 0  r  1. So we have discrH(Q,P )  disc1H(Q,P ) = discH(Q,P ) and discrh,H(Q,P ) 113
disc1h,H(Q,P ) = disch H(Q,P ). For a prope hoice of , we can see that bove terms can also lead114
target error bound.115
Theorem 3.2. For distribution P ,Q on X ⇥Y and hypothesis spaceH, let   be the ideal joint error:116
117
  = min
h2H
(errP (h) + errQ(h)) (6)
Then for any r     and h 2 Hr, we have the follow g upper bound of target error,118
errQ(h)  errP (h) + discrH(Q,P ) +  , (7)
For any r     and h 2 H, we have the following upper bound of target error,119
errQ(h)  errP (h) + discrh,H(Q,P ) +  . (8)
The form of the bounds are the same as their predecessors except the discrepancy term. The first term120
is source error term. The ideal joint error   coincides with the famous adaptability term in previous121
results proposed in [1]. As t e localized discrepan ies are smaller, these bounds with loc lized122
discrepancy are also relatively smaller.123
We can see that the target expected error can be bounded by the localized discrepancy under the124
condition that r    . Previous works show that a smaller   is necessary for success of domain125
adaptation [3]. We show that this assumption actually implies a restricted space for ideal hypothesis.126
Although we can’t get the accurate value of  , we must assume that the   is small or the task is127
certain to fail. Thus the choice of r could be more flexible.128
3
(a) Test Accuracy
3 Localized Discrepancy89
In this section, we propose the d finitions of localized discrepancies. Since P and Q are different90
distributions, we need some statistics to measure the shift across domains. A series of seminal91
work conc ntrat on designing distribution discrepancies for domain adaptation. [1] proposed the92
H H-divergence for 01 loss:93
discH(Q,P ) = sup
h,h02H
|EQL(h0, h)  EPL(h0, h)|, (1)
This divergence is defined on the chosen hypothesis space and has good generaliz ion prop rties.94
Later, [22] exte de theH H-divergence to the discrepancy distance which can be generalized to95
a broader class of loss functions. Recently, [34] introduced the disparity discrepancy which takes96
supremum over a hypothesis instead of the space {L(h0, h)|h, h0 2 H}. Disparity discrepancy does97
not only depen on th hypothesis space, but also depend on a hypothesis h. It could be written as:98
disch,H(Q,P ) = sup
h02H
(EQL(h
0, h)  EPL(h0, h)) , (2)
Based on these discrepancies, these work proposed target error upper bound that can be estimated99
from labeled dataset Pn and unlabeled dataset Qm.100
The main idea behind these bounds is bounding the p rformanc gap of all possible good hypothesis101
on both domains. Nonetheless, previous bounds also take many irrelevant hypothesis that are far102
from the good hypothesis into account. If we could further remove them and reduce the hypothesis103
s ace for isc epancy, we will improve the estimation of target error and the generalization ability of104
he upper bound. Under the common assumption that P and Q share similar se antics, we can see105
that t e good hyp thesis shoul also h ve a low rror on source domain. Inspired by this ob ervation,106
we introduce the localized hypothesis space and define the new localized discrepancies:107
Definition 3.1. For any source tribution P , target distribution Q on X ⇥ Y and any hypothesis108
spaceH, the localized hypothesis spaceHr is defined as:109
Hr = {h 2 H|EPL(h(x), y)  r}. (3)
Based on t e definition ofHr, the localized dis repancy from P to Q s defined as:110
discrH(Q,P ) = sup
h,h02Hr
(EQL(h
0, h)  EPL(h0, h)) (4)
For any h 2 H, the localized disparity di cr pancy from P to Q is defined as:111
discrh,H(Q,P ) = sup
h02Hr
(EQL(h
0, h)  EPL(h0, h)) . (5)
After the definitions, we can directly find that the localized discrepancies are increasing functions112
for 0  r  1. So we have discrH(Q,P )  disc1H(Q,P ) = discH(Q,P ) and discrh,H(Q,P ) 113
disc1h,H(Q,P ) = disch,H(Q,P ). For a proper choice of r, we can see that above terms can also lead114
target error bound.115
Theorem 3.2. For distribution P ,Q on X ⇥Y and hypothesis spaceH, let   be the ideal joint error:116
117
  = min
h2H
(errP (h) + errQ(h)) (6)
Then for any r     and h 2 Hr, we have the following upper bound of target error,118
errQ(h)  errP (h) + discrH(Q,P ) +  , (7)
For any r     and h 2 H, we have the following upper bound of target error,119
errQ(h)  errP (h) + discrh,H(Q,P ) +  . (8)
The form of the bounds are the same as their predecessors except the discrepancy term. The first term120
is source error term. The ideal joint error   coincides with the famous adaptability term in previous121
results proposed in [1]. As the localized discrepancies are smaller, these bounds with localized122
discrepancy are also relatively small r.123
We can see that the target expected error can be bounded by the localized discrepancy under the124
condition that r    . Pr vious works show that a smaller   is necessary for success of domain125
adaptation [3]. We show that this assump ion actually implies a restricted space for ideal hypothesis.126
Although we can’t get the accurat val e of  , we must assume that the   is small or the task is127
certain to fail. Thus the choice of r could be more flexible.128
3
3 Localized Discrepancy89
In this section, we propose th definitions of localized discrepanci s. Since P nd Q are different90
dist ibution , we need some st tistics t measure the shift across dom i s. A series of seminal91
work concentrate on designing distribution discrepancies for domain a aptation. [1] proposed the92
H H-divergence f r 01 loss:93
discH(Q,P ) = sup
h,h02H
|EQL(h0, h)  EPL(h0, h)|, (1)
This diverg nce is defined on the chosen hypothesis spa e and has go d g neraliz tion properties.94
Later, [22] extended theH H-divergence to the discrepancy distance which can be generalized to95
a broader class of loss functions. Recently, [34] introduced the isparity discrepancy which takes96
supremum over a hypot esis instead of the space {L(h0, h)|h, h0 2 H}. Dis arity discrepancy does97
not only depend on the hypothesis space, but also depend on a hypothesis h. It could be written as:98
disch, (Q,P ) = sup
h02H
(EQL(h
0, h)  EPL(h0, h)) , (2)
Based on thes discr panci , th s work proposed target err r pper bound th t can be estimated99
from labeled dataset Pn and unlabeled dataset Qm.100
The main idea behind these bounds is bounding the erformance gap of all possible good hypothesis101
on both domains. Nonetheless, previous bounds also take many irr levant ypothesis that are far102
from the good hypothesis into acc unt. If we could further remove them and reduce the hypothesis103
space for discrepancy, we will im rove the esti ation of target error an t e generalization ability of104
the upper bound. Under the comm n ssu ption that P and Q share imilar semantic , we can see105
that the go d hypothesis should also ave a low error on source domain. Inspired by this observation,106
we introduce the localized hypothesi space a d define t e new localized discrepancies:107
Definition 3.1. For any source distribution P , t get distribution Q on X ⇥ Y and any hypothesis108
spaceH, the localized hypothesis spaceHr is defined as:109
Hr = {h 2 H|EPL(h(x), y)  r}. (3)
Based on the definition ofHr, the localized discrepancy from P to Q is defined as:110
discrH(Q,P ) = sup
h,h02Hr
(EQL(h
0, h)  EPL(h0, h)) (4)
For any h 2 H, the localized disparity discrepancy from P to Q is defined as:111
discrh,H(Q,P ) = sup
h02Hr
(EQL(h
0, h)  EPL(h0, h)) . (5)
After the efinitions, we can directly fin that the localized discrepancies are increasing functions112
for 0  r  1. So we have discrH(Q,P )  disc1H(Q,P ) = discH(Q,P ) and discrh,H(Q,P ) 113
disc1h,H(Q,P ) = disch,H(Q,P ). For a proper choice of r, we can see that above terms can also lead114
target error bound.115
Theorem 3.2. For distribution P ,Q on X ⇥Y and hypothesis spaceH, let   be the ideal joint error:116
117
  = min
h2H
(errP (h) + errQ(h)) (6)
Then for any r     and h 2 H , we have the following upper bound of target error,118
errQ(h)  errP (h) + discrH(Q,P ) +  , (7)
For any r     and h 2 H, we have the following upper bound of target error,119
errQ(h)  errP (h) + discrh,H(Q,P ) +  . (8)
e form of the bounds are the same as their predecessors except the discrepancy term. The first term120
is source error term. The ideal joint e ror   coincides with the famous adaptability term in previous121
r sults proposed in [1]. As the localized discrepancies ar smaller, these bounds with localized122
discrepancy are also relatively smaller.123
We can see that the target expected error can b bounded by the localized discrepancy under the124
condition that r    . Previous works show that a smaller   is necessary for success of domain125
adaptation [3]. W show that this assumption actually implies a restricted space for ideal hyp thesis.126
Although we can’t get the accurate value of  , we must assume that the   is small or the task is127
certain to fail. Thus the choice of r could be more flexible.128
3
(b) Equilibrium on Source
3 Localized Discrepancy89
In this section, we propose the definitions of localized discrepancies. Since P and Q are different90
distributions, we eed som statistics to measure the shift across domains. A series of seminal91
work oncentrat on d signing dis ribution discrepancies for domain adaptation. [1] proposed the92
H H-divergence for 01 los :93
discH(Q,P ) = sup
h,h02H
|EQL(h0, h)  EPL(h0, h)|, (1)
T is divergence is d fined on th chose hypoth sis space and has good generalization properties.94
L ter, [22] xtend d theH H-divergence to the discrepancy distance which can be generalized to95
a broader class of lo s functions. Recently, [34] introduced the disparity discrepancy which takes96
supremum over a hy othesis inste d of the space {L(h0, h)|h, h0 2 H}. Disparity discrepancy does97
not only depend on the hypothesis space, but also depend on a hypothesis h. It could be written as:98
disch,H(Q,P ) = sup
h02H
(EQL(h
0, h)  EPL(h0, h)) , (2)
B sed on these discr pancies, these work proposed target error upper bound that can be estimated99
from lab l da aset P and unlabel dataset Qm.100
The main idea behind these bounds i bounding th performance gap of all possible good hypothesis101
o both domains. Nonetheless, pr vious bounds also take many irrelevant hypothesis that are far102
from the good hypothesis into account. If we could further remove them and reduce the hypothesis103
space for discrepancy, we will improve the estimation of target error and the generalization ability of104
the upper bound. Under the co mon assumption that P and Q share similar semantics, we can see105
that t e good hyp thesis should also have a low error on source domain. Inspired by this observation,106
w ntroduce the localized hypothesis space and define the new localized discrepancies:107
Definition 3.1. For y source distribution P , target distribution Q on X ⇥ Y and any hypothesis108
space , the localized hypothesis spaceHr is defined as:109
Hr = {h 2 H|EPL(h(x), y)  r}. (3)
B sed on the definition ofHr, t e localized discrepancy from P to Q is defined as:110
discrH(Q,P ) = sup
h,h02Hr
(EQL(h
0, h)  EPL(h0, h)) (4)
For any h 2 H, t e localized disparity discrepancy from P to Q is defined as:111
discrh,H(Q,P ) = sup
h02Hr
(EQL(h
0, h)  EPL(h0, h)) . (5)
After the efinitions, we can directly find that the localized discrepancies are increasing functions112
for 0  r  1. So w h ve dis rH(Q,P )  disc1H(Q,P ) = discH(Q,P ) and discrh,H(Q,P ) 113
disc1h,H(Q,P ) = disch,H(Q,P ). For a proper choice of r, we can see that above terms can also lead114
target error bound.115
Theorem 3.2. For distribution P ,Q on X ⇥Y and hypothesis spaceH, let   be the ideal joint error:116
117
  = min
h2H
(errP (h) + errQ(h)) (6)
Then for any r     and h 2 Hr, we have the following upper bound of target error,118
errQ(h)  errP (h) + discrH(Q,P ) +  , (7)
For any r     and h 2 H, we have the following upper bound of target error,119
errQ(h)  errP (h) + discrh,H(Q,P ) +  . (8)
Th fo m of the bounds are the same as their predecessors except the discrepancy term. The first term120
is source error term. The ideal joint error   coincides with the famous adaptability term in previous121
results proposed in [1]. As the localized discrepancies are smaller, these bounds with localized122
discrepancy ar also relatively small r.123
We can see that the target expected error can be bounded by the localized discrepancy under the124
condition that r    . Previous works show that a smaller   is necessary for success of domain125
adaptation [3]. W show that this assumption actually implies a restricted space for ideal hypothesis.126
Although we c n’t get the accurat value of  , we must assume that the   is small or the task is127
certain to fail. Thus the choice of r could be more flexible.128
3
3 Localized Di cr pancy89
In this section, we propose the definitions of localized discrepancies. Since P and Q are different90
distributions, we need some statistics to measure the shift across domains. A series of seminal91
w rk c c tr te on design ng distributio discrepancies for domain adaptation. [1] proposed the92
H H-diverge ce for 01 loss:93
discH(Q,P ) = sup
h,h02H
|EQL(h0, h)  EPL(h0, h)|, (1)
T is divergence is define o the chosen ypothesis space and has good generalization properties.94
Later, [22] extended theH H-divergence to the discrepancy distance which can be generalized to95
a broader class of los functions. Recently, [34] introduced the disparity discrepancy which takes96
supremum over hypothesi instead f the s ace {L(h0, h)|h, h0 2 H}. Disparity discrepancy does7
not only depe on the hypothesis space, bu also depend on a hypothesis h. It could be written as:98
disch,H(Q,P ) = sup
h02H
(EQL(h
0, h)  EPL(h0, h)) , (2)
Based on th e discrepancies, these work prop sed target error upper bound that can be estimated99
from labeled dataset Pn and unlabeled dataset Qm.100
The mai idea be ind these bounds is bounding the performance gap of all possible good hypothesis101
on both do ins. Nonetheless, previous bounds also take many irrelevant hypothesis that are far102
from the good hypothesis into acc unt. If we could further r m ve them and reduce the hypothesis103
space f r discrepancy, we will imp ove the estimation of target error a d the generalization ability of104
the upper bound. U er the common assumption that P and Q share similar semantics, we can see105
that the go d hypothesis should also have a low error on source domain. Inspired by this observation,106
we i troduce the localized hypothesis space and define the new localized discrepancies:107
Defi ition 3.1. For any source distribution P , target distribution Q on X ⇥ Y and any hypothesis108
spaceH, the localized hypothesis spaceHr is defined as:109
Hr = {h 2 H|EPL(h(x), y)  r}. (3)
Based on the definition ofHr, the localized discrepancy from P to Q is defined as:110
discrH(Q,P ) = sup
h,h02Hr
(EQL(h
0, h)  EPL(h0, h)) (4)
For any h 2 H, the localized disparity discrepancy from P to Q is defined as:111
discrh,H(Q,P ) = sup
h02Hr
(EQL(h
0, h)  EPL(h0, h)) . (5)
Afte the definitions, we can directly find that the localized discrepancies are increasing functions112
for 0   1. So we have discrH(Q,P )  disc1H(Q,P ) = discH(Q,P ) and discrh,H(Q,P ) 113
disc1h,H(Q,P ) = disch,H(Q,P ). For a pr pe choice of , we can see that above terms can also lead114
target error bound.115
Theorem 3.2. Fo distribution P ,Q on X ⇥Y and hypothesis spaceH, let   be the ideal joint error:116
117
  = min
h2H
(errP (h) + errQ(h)) (6)
Then for ny r     and h 2 Hr, we hav the following upper bound of target error,118
errQ(h)  errP (h) + discrH(Q,P ) +  , (7)
For any r     and h 2 H, we have the following upper bound of target error,119
errQ(h)  errP (h) + discrh,H(Q,P ) +  . (8)
The form of the bounds are the same as their predecessors except the discrepancy term. The first term120
is source error t rm. The ideal joint error   coincides with the famous adaptability term in previous121
re ult proposed n [1]. As the localized di c epancies are smaller, these bounds with localized122
discr pancy are also relatively smaller.123
We can see that the target expected error can be bounded by the localized discrepancy under the124
condition that r    . Previous works show that a smaller   is necessary for success of domain125
adaptation [3]. We how that this assumption actually implies a restricted space for ideal hypothesis.126
Although we can’t get the accurate value of  , we must assume that the   is small or the task is127
certain to fail. Thus the choice of r could be more flexible.128
3
(c) Equilibrium on Target
Figure 1: Example
4.1 Localized Discrepancy Value can be Strictly Smaller156
In the prev ous sections, we have shown th t the loc lized discr p ncy is smaller t an the iscrepancy157
distance. We ill fur er show that the localized discrepancy is strictly smaller.158
Example 4.1. W fi t co sid r c m only-used xample. Consider X = R andH as the threshold159
func ion class. A thr s ld function can be d fined s h t at outputs 1 on x < t and 0 therwi e. At160
this time, the function 1[ht1 6= ht2 ] can be written as 1[x 2 (t1, t2]]. We assume that source distribu-161
tion P is uniform distributio on X (P ) = [0, 1] and target distributio Q is uniform distribution on162
X (Q) = [ 12   ✏, 12 + ✏]. The two doma ns share the same labeling functi n h 12 . So it could be easily163
checked that discH(Q,P ) = 1, di ch,H(Q,P ) = 12 and disc
r
H(Q,P ) = 2r.164
W ca see that compared with the values of other iscr pancies, 2r is much more tolerabl in the165
upper bound of target domain error. This example shows that even the support of source domain are166
highly non-overlapping, the domain adaptation is still possible. And this fact could be revealed by167
the lo alized discrepancy. It is worthy to note that the value f l calize discr pancy turns to zero168
4
(a Examples 1 & 3
3 Localized Discrepancy89
In this section, we propose the definitions of localized discrepancies. Since P and Q are different90
distributions, we ne d some statistics to measure the shift across domains. A series of seminal91
work concentrate on designing distribution discrepancies for domain adaptation. [1] proposed the92
H H-divergence for 01 loss:93
discH(Q,P ) = sup
h,h02H
|EQL(h0, h)  EPL(h0, h)|, (1)
This diverg nc i defined on the cho en hypothesis pace nd has good generalization properties.94
Later, [22] extend d theH H-diverg nce to the discr pancy distance which can be generalized to95
a br ad r class of loss functions. Recently, [34] introduced the disparity discrepancy which takes96
supremum over a hypothe is instead of the space {L(h0, h)|h, h0 2 H}. Disparity discrepancy does97
not only depend on the hypothesis ce, but also depend on a hypothesis h. It could be written as:98
disch,H(Q,P ) = sup
h02H
(EQL(h
0, h)  EPL(h0, h)) , (2)
Based on these discrepanc es, these wo k roposed target error upper bound that can be estimated99
from labeled dataset Pn and unlabeled d aset Qm.100
The main idea behind these bounds is bounding the performance gap of all possible good hypothesis101
o both domains. Non theless, previous boun s als take many irrelevant hypothesis that are far102
from the good hypothesis nto account. If w could fu ther remove them and reduce the hypothesis103
spac f r discrepancy, we will i prove the estimation of target error and the generalization ability of104
the upper bound. Under the c mmon as umpt on that P and Q share similar semantics, we can see105
that the good hypothesis should also have low error o source domain. Inspired by this observation,106
we introduc the l calized hypothesis space and define he new localized discrepancies:107
D fi ition 3.1. For any s urce distributi n , target distribution Q on X ⇥ Y and any hypothesis108
spaceH, th localized hyp thesis spac Hr is defi ed as:109
Hr = {h 2 H|EPL(h(x), y)  r}. (3)
Based n the definit on ofHr, th lo ized discrepanc from P to Q is define as:110
dis rH(Q,P ) = su
h,h02H
(EQL(h
0, h)  EPL(h0, h)) (4)
For any h 2 H, the localized disparity discrepancy from P to Q is defined as:111
i crh,H(Q,P ) = su
h02Hr
(EQL(h
0, h)  EPL(h0, h)) . (5)
Aft r th definitions, we ca directly find that the localized discrepanci s are increasing functions112
for 0  r  1. S we h e discrH(Q,P )  disc1H(Q,P ) = discH(Q,P ) and discrh,H(Q,P ) 113
disc1h,H(Q,P ) = disch,H( , P ). For a proper choice of r, we can see that abo e terms can also lead114
target err r bound.115
Theorem 3.2. For distributi n P ,Q on X ⇥Y and hypothesis spaceH, let   be the ideal joint error:116
117
  = mi
h2H
(errP (h) + errQ(h)) (6)
Then for any r     and h 2 Hr, we have the following upper bound of target error,118
errQ(h)  errP (h) + discrH(Q,P ) +  , (7)
For any r     and h 2 H, we have the following upper bound of target error,119
errQ h)  e rP (h) + discrh,H(Q,P ) +  . (8)
he form of the bounds are the same as their predec ssors except the discrepancy term. The first term120
is source error term. The ideal joint error   coincides with the famous adaptability term in previous121
results proposed in [1]. As th loc lized discrepancies are smaller, these bounds with localized122
discrepancy are also relatively smaller.123
We can see that the target expected error can be bounded by the localized discrepancy under the124
condition that r    . Previou works show that a s aller   is necessary for success of domain125
adaptation [3]. W show that this as umpt on actually i plie a restricted space for ideal hypothesis.126
Alt ough we an’t g t the accura e value of  , we must assume that e is small or the task is127
certain to fail. Thus the choice of r could be more flexible.128
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Remark 3.3. The idea of reducing the hypothesis space in discrepancy appears in [7]. They propose129
delicate generalized discrepancy when one of the hypothesis spaces is contracted toH00 ⇢ H. They130
choose H00 with small amount of labeled target data to ensure it is not far from the target ideal131
hypothesis. [15] discussed the localization of discrepancy in hypothesis transfer setting when some132
target labeled data is available. And they do not provide detailed analysis. Furthermore, these works133
do not prove that the reduction of hypothesis space will lead to better generalization properties. [11]134
studies domain adaptation in PAC-Bayes paradigms. They consider discrepancy based on single135
hypothesis distribution. This will bring an uncomputable term and need assumption that the term is136
small for all hypothesis distributions.137
Remark 3.4. The localized discrepancies are no longer distance or even pseudo-metric on distri-138
butions. First, we will see that d crH(Q,P ) = 0 does not mean P = Q. Second, we will see that139
th localized discrepancies may not be ymmetr c. Third, discrH(Q,P ) is sure to be positive but140
discrh,H(Q,P ) may not. As the localized discrepancies have the ability to bound the target error, they141
are still p oper-defined stati tics to show the differ nce between two domains.142
R ma k 3.5. In the upper bounds proposed in theorem 3.2, we can see that the inequalities stands143
for    . When r = r0 <  , we may h ve h⇤ /2 Hr. At this time, the new  r0 may increase when144
t discrepancy m discr0H (Q,P ) is smaller. So ther is a tr de-off betwe n the discrepancy and  .145
For empirical use, oose a larger r is safer, but may lead to a larger discrepancy estimation.146
4 Comparison between disc epancies147
We will give several examples to show that localized discrepancy will lead to a relatively accurate148
estimation of the target domain error. This depends on two properties of localized discrepancy. First,149
we will see that localized discrepancy will be a strict lower bound of original discrepancy under150
many gen ral scenarios. S co d, th localized discrepancy leads to asymmetric estimations on the151
domain gaps between two different domai s even under the assumption thatH is symmetric. We will152
concent ate on th localized discrep ncy in this section. In the next section, we will show that with153
sp cific algorithms, the pr perties of the localized discrepancy can als b shared by the localized154
disparity discrepancy. h⇤P155
3 Localized Discrepancy89
In this se tion, we propo the definitio s of l calized dis repanci s. Since P and Q are different90
distributions, we n ed some statistic to m asure th shift across domains. A se ies of seminal91
work conc ntrate on designing distribution discr pancies for domain adaptation. [1] proposed the92
H H-divergence for 01 loss:93
discH(Q,P ) = sup
h,h02H
|EQL(h0, h)  EPL(h0, h)|, (1)
This divergence is defi ed on the ch sen hypothe is space and has good generalization properties.94
ater, [22] extended theH H-divergence to the discrepancy distan e whi h can be generalized to95
a broader class of loss funct on . R c tly, [34] introduced the disparity discrepancy which takes96
supremum over a hypothesis instead of the space {L(h0, h)|h, h0 2 H}. Disparity discrepancy does97
not only depend on the hypothesis space, but also depend on a hypothesis h. It could be written as:98
disch,H(Q,P ) = sup
h02H
(EQL(h
0, h)  EPL(h0, h)) , (2)
Based on these discrepancies, these work proposed target error upper bound that can be estimated99
fro labeled dataset Pn and unlabeled dataset Qm.100
The main idea behind these bounds is b unding the performance gap of all possible good hypothesis101
on both domains. Nonetheless, previous b unds als take many irrelevant hypothesis that are fa102
from the good hypothesis into ac ount. If we could further remove them and reduce the hypoth sis103
space for discrepancy, we will improve the estimation f target error and the generalization ability of104
the upper bou d. Und r th c m on assumption th t P and Q share similar semantics, we can see105
that the good hy othesis sh uld also hav a l w error on s urc omain. Inspired by this bs rvation,106
w intr duce the lo alize hypothesis space an define the ew loc lize discrepancies:107
Definition 3.1. For any s urce tribution P , target ti Q on X ⇥ Y and any hyp thesis108
spaceH, the localized ypoth sis spa eHr is defined as:109
Hr = {h 2 H|EPL(h(x), y)  r}. (3)
Based on the definition ofHr, the localized discrepancy from P to Q is defi ed as:110
discrH(Q,P ) = sup
h,h02Hr
(EQL(h
0, h)  EPL(h0, h)) (4)
For any h 2 H, the localized disparity discrepancy from P to Q is defined as:111
i crh,H(Q,P ) = sup
h02Hr
(EQL(h
0, h)  EPL(h0, h)) . (5)
After the definitions, we can directly find that the localized discrepancies are increasing functions112
for 0  r  1. So we have discrH(Q,P )  disc1H(Q,P ) = discH(Q,P ) and discrh,H(Q,P ) 113
disc1h,H(Q,P ) = disch,H(Q,P ). For a proper choice of r, we can see that above terms can also lead114
target error bound.115
Theorem 3.2. For distribution P ,Q on X ⇥Y and hypothesis spaceH, let   be the ideal joint error:116
117
  = min
h2H
(errP (h) + errQ(h)) (6)
Then for any r     and h 2 H , we have the following upper bound of target error,118
errQ(h)  errP (h) + discrH(Q,P ) +  , (7)
For ny r     nd h 2 H, w have th following upper bound of target error,119
errQ(h)  errP (h) + discrh,H(Q,P ) +  . (8)
The form of the bounds are the s me as their predeces ors except the discrepancy term. The first term120
is sourc error ter . ideal joint err r   coincid s wit the famous a aptability rm in previous121
results proposed in [1]. As the localized discrepancies are smaller, these boun s with localized122
discrepancy are also relatively smaller.123
We can s e that the ta get expect d err r can be b unded by the localized discr pancy under the124
condition that r    . Pr vious works show that a small r   i necessary for uccess of domain125
adaptation [3]. We show that this ssumption actually implies a restricted space for ideal hypothesis.126
Although we can’t get the a curate value of  , we must assume that the   is small or the task is127
certain to fail. Thus the choice of r could be more flexible.128
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(c) Equilibrium on Target
Figure 1: Example
4.1 Localized Discrepancy Value can be Strictly Smaller156
In he prev ous sections, we have shown th t the loc lized discr p ncy is smaller t an the iscrepancy157
distance. We ill fur r how that the localized discrepancy is trictly smaller.158
Ex mple 4.1. W fi t consid r a c mmonly-used x mple. Consider X = R andH as the threshold159
func ion cla s. A thr s d functio can b d fined s h t a outputs 1 on x < t and 0 therwi e. At160
this time, t e function 1[ht1 6= ht2 ] can be written as 1[x 2 (t1, t2]]. W assume that source distribu-161
tio P is uniform distribution on X (P ) = [0, 1] and target distribution Q is uniform distribution on162
X (Q) = [ 12   ✏, 12 + ✏]. The two domains share the same labeling function h 12 . So it could be easily163
h cked that discH(Q,P ) = 1, di ch,H(Q,P ) = 12 and disc
r
H(Q,P ) = 2r.164
W ca see th t comp red with the val es of other iscr pancies, 2r is much more tolerabl in the165
upper bound of target domain error. This example shows that even the support of source domain are166
hig ly non-overlapping, the domain daptation is still possible. And this f ct could be revealed by167
the lo alized discrepancy. It is worth to note that the value f l calize discr pancy turns to zero168
4
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Later, [22] extended theH H-divergence to the discrepancy distance which can be generalized to95
a broader class of loss functions. Recently, [34] introduced the disparity discrepancy which takes96
supremum over a hypothesis instead of the space {L(h0, h)|h, h0 2 H}. Disparity discrepancy does97
not only depend on the hypothesis space, but also depend on a hypothesis h. It could be written as:98
disch,H(Q,P ) = sup
h02H
(EQL(h
0, h)  EPL(h0, h)) , (2)
Based on thes discrepancies, these work propos d target error upper bound that can be estimated99
from labeled dataset Pn and unlabeled dataset Qm.100
The main idea behind these bounds is bounding the performance gap of all possible good hypothesis101
on both domains. Nonetheless, revious bou ds also take many irrelevant hypothesis that are far102
from th good hypothesis into account. If we could further remove them and reduce the hypothesis103
space for discrepancy, w will improv the estimation of target error and the generalization ability of104
he upper bound. Und r e comm n assu ption that P and Q share similar semantics, we can see105
that e g od hyp the is h ld lso have a low rr r on source dom in. Inspired by this observation,106
i troduce localized hypothesis space and define the new localized discrepancies:107
Definition 3.1. F r a y ource distributi n P target distribution Q o X ⇥ Y and any hypothesis108
spaceH, the localized hypothesis spaceHr is defined as:109
Hr = {h 2 |EPL(h(x , y)  }. (3)
Based on the definition ofHr, t e localized iscrepa cy from P to Q is defined as:110
discrH(Q,P ) = up
h,h02Hr
(EQL(h
0, h)  EPL(h0, )) (4)
For an h 2 H, th localized disp ity discrep ncy from P to Q is defined a :111
di crh,H(Q,P ) = sup
h02Hr
(EQL(h
0, h)  EPL(h0, h)) . (5)
Af er t e efinit s, w c n dir tly find th t the localized discr panci are increa ing functions112
for 0  r  1. So we have discrH(Q,P )  disc1H(Q,P ) = discH(Q,P ) and discrh,H(Q,P ) 113
disc1h,H(Q,P ) = disch,H(Q,P ). F r a proper c ice of r, we can s e that above t rms can a o lead114
target error bound.115
Theo em 3.2. For istributi n P ,Q on X ⇥Y and hypothesis spaceH, let   be the ideal joint error:116
117
  = min
h2H
(errP (h) + errQ(h)) (6)
Then for any r     and h 2 Hr, we have the following upper bound of target error,118
errQ h)  errP h) + iscrH(Q, +  , (7)
For a y r     and h 2 H, we have the following upper bound of target error,119
errQ(h)  e rP (h) + discrh,H(Q,P ) +  . (8)
The form of the bounds are th same as their predecessors except the discrepancy term. The first term120
is source erro term. The ideal joint error   coincides with the famous adaptability term in previous121
r sults propos d [1]. As the l c lized discrepancies are smaller, these bounds with localized122
di crepancy ar also relatively sm ller.123
We can see that the target expected error can be bounded by the localized discrepancy under the124
condition that r    . P evious works show that a smaller   is necessary for success of domain125
ad ptation [3]. We ho that t is assumption actually implies a restricted space for ideal hypothesis.126
lthough we can’t g t the ccurate value of  , we must assu e that the   is small or the task is127
c rt n to fail. Thus the choice of r could e more flexible.128
3
3 Localized Discrepancy89
In this section, we propose the definitions of localized discrepancies. Since P and Q are different90
distributions, we need some statistics to measure the shift across domains. A series of seminal91
work concentrate on designing distribution discrepancies for domain adaptation. [1] proposed the92
H H-divergence for 01 loss:93
discH(Q,P ) = sup
h,h02H
|EQL(h0, h)  EPL(h0, h)|, (1)
This divergence is defined on the chosen hypothesis space and has good generalization properties.94
Later, [22] extended theH H-divergence to the discrepancy distance which can be generalized to95
a broad r class of loss functions. Recently, [34] introduced the disparity discrepancy which takes96
supr mum over hypothesis instead of the space {L(h0, h)|h, h0 2 H}. Disparity discrepancy does97
not only depend on the hypothesis space, but also dep on a hypothesi h. It could be writt n as:98
disch,H(Q,P ) = sup
h02H
(EQL(h
0, h)  EPL(h0, h)) , (2)
Based on these discrepancies, thes work proposed target err r upper bound that can be estimated99
from labeled dataset Pn and unlabeled dataset Qm.100
The main idea behind these bounds is boun ing the performance gap of all possible good hypothesis101
o both omai s. N neth less, previou bounds als take many rrelevant hypothesis hat are far102
from the goo hypothesis into account. If w could further remove th m a d reduce the hypothesis103
space for discrepancy, we will improve the estimation of target error and the generalization ability of104
the upper bound. Under the common assumption that P and Q share similar semantics, we can see105
t at the good hypoth sis should also have a low error on source domain. Inspired by this observation,106
we introduce the localized hypot esis space and define the new localized discr pancies:107
Defi ition 3.1. For any ourc distribution P , target distribution Q on X ⇥ Y and any hypothesis108
spaceH, the localiz d hypot esis spaceHr is d fined as:109
Hr = {h 2 H|EPL(h(x), y)  r}. (3)
Based on the definition ofHr, the loc lized discr pancy fr m P to Q is defin as:110
discrH(Q,P ) = sup
h,h02Hr
(EQL(h
0, h)  EPL(h0, h)) (4)
For any h 2 H, localiz dispa ity discrepan y fr m P to Q s defin d as:111
discrh,H(Q,P ) = sup
h02Hr
(EQL(h
0, h)  EPL(h0, h)) . (5)
Aft r th definitions, w can directly fin t at the l calize discrepancies are incr asing fu ctions112
for 0  r  1. So we have discrH(Q,P )  disc1H(Q,P ) = discH(Q,P ) and discrh,H(Q,P ) 113
isc1h,H(Q P ) = d sch, (Q,P . For a proper choice of r, we can see t at above terms can also lead114
target err r bound.115
T orem 3.2. For distributi n on X ⇥Y and ypothesis spaceH, let   be the ideal joint error:116
117
  = min
h2H
(errP (h) + errQ(h)) (6)
Then for any     and h 2 H , w have the following upper bound of target error,118
e rQ(h)  rrP (h) + discrH(Q,P ) +  , (7)
For any r     and h 2 H, we have the following up er bound of target erro ,119
rrQ(h)  er P ( ) + discrh,H(Q,P ) +  . (8)
The form of the bounds are the same as their predecessors except the discrepancy term. The first term120
is source error term. The ideal joint error   coincides with the famous adaptability term in previous121
results proposed in [1]. As e localized discrepancies ar smaller, these bounds with localized122
discrepancy are also relatively smaller.123
W an s e that the target xp ct d error be bou ded by the localized discrep ncy under the124
condition that r    . Previous works show t at a smaller   is necessary for success of domain125
adaptation [3]. We show that this ass pti n ct ally im lies a tricted pace for ide l hypoth is.126
Alth ug we can’t get the accurate v lue of  , we must ssume that the   s small or the task is127
certain to fail. Th s the ch ice of r could be more flexible.128
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Remark 3.3. The idea of reducing the hypothesis space in discrepancy appears in [7]. They propose129
delicate generalized discrepancy when one of the hypothesis spaces is contracted toH00 ⇢ H. They130
choose H00 with small amoun of labeled target data to ensure it is not far from the target ideal131
hypothesis. [15] discussed the localization of discrepancy in hypothesis transfer setting when some132
target labeled data is avail ble. And they do not provide det iled analysis. Furthermore, these works133
do not prove that the reduction of hypothesis space will lead to better generalization properties. [11]134
studies domain adaptation in PAC-Bayes paradigms. They consider discrepancy based on single135
hypothes distribution. This will bring an uncomputable term and need assumption that the term is136
small for all hypothesis distributions.137
Remark 3.4. The loc lized discrepancies are no longer distance or even pseudo-metric on distri-138
buti ns. Fi st, we will s e that discrH(Q,P ) = 0 does not mean P = Q. Second, we will see that139
the localized di cr p cies m y ot b symmetric. Third, discrH(Q,P ) is sure to be positive but140
iscrh,H(Q,P ) may n t. As the localized discrepanc e hav the a ility to bound the target error, they141
are still pro er-define sta istics to show the difference betw en two domains.142
R mark 3.5. In the upper b unds propos d in theorem 3.2, we can see that the inequalities stands143
for r    . Whe r = r0 <  , we may have h⇤ /2 Hr. At this time, the new  r0 may increase when144
the discrepancy term discr0H (Q,P ) is smaller. So there is a trade-off between the discrepancy and  .145
For empirical use, choose a larger r is safer, but may lead to a larger discrepancy estimation.146
4 Comparison betw en d crepancies147
We ill give ev ral examples to show that localized discrepancy will lead to a relatively accurate148
estimat on f th target domain error. This depends on two properties of localized discrepancy. First,149
we will s e that localized discrepancy will be a strict l wer bound of original discrepancy under150
many gen ral cen ios. Second, the localized discrepancy leads to asymmetric estimations on the151
domain gaps between two different do ains even under the assumption thatH is symmetric. We will152
conce trate on the localized di crepancy in t is section. In the n xt section, we will show that with153
sp ific algor thms, the roperties of e localized isc pancy can al o be shared by the localized154
disparity discrepancy. h⇤P155
3 Lo alized Discrepancy89
In this secti n, we prop e the definitio of localiz d discrepa cies. Sinc P and Q are different90
distributions, we need some statistics to mea ur th shift across d mains. A series of seminal91
wo k c ncentr t on desi ning dist ibution iscrepancies for domain adaptat on. [1] proposed the92
H H- iv rgence for 01 l ss:93
discH(Q,P ) = sup
h,h02H
|EQL(h0, h)  EPL(h0, h)|, (1)
This divergence i defin d on t e ch sen hypothesis space and has good gener lization properties.94
Lat r, [22] ext n ed theH H-divergence to the discrepancy istance which can be generalized to95
a broader class of l s func ions. Recently, [34] introduc d the disparity discre which takes96
supremum over a ypot esis i stead of the space {L(h0, h)|h, h0 2 H}. Disparity discrepancy does97
not only depend on the hypothesis space, but also ep nd on a hypothesis h. I could be written as:98
disch, (Q,P ) = sup
h02H
(EQL(h
0, h)  EPL(h0, h)) , (2)
Based on these discrepancies, these work proposed targ t rror upper bound that can be estimated99
from labeled dataset Pn and unlabeled dataset Qm.100
The m in idea behin these bounds is b unding the performanc gap of ll possible good hypothesis101
on both domains. No etheless, p evious bounds al o t ke many irr levant hypothesis that are far102
f m the good hypothesis into account. If w co ld fur r re ove hem and r duce the hypothesis103
spac for discrepancy, we wi l improve estim tion of ta get error and the gen ralization ability of104
t upper bound. Under the com as umption that P a d Q share imilar semantics, we can see105
that the g o hyp thesi ul also have a lo error on sou c main. Inspired by this obs rvation,106
we i troduce the local z d hypoth s s space and define the new localiz d discrepancies:107
Defini 3.1. For a y source distri utio P , ta g t d stribution Q on X ⇥ Y and any hypot esis108
paceH, t e localized hypothesi spa eHr is defined as:109
Hr = {h 2 H|EPL(h(x), y)  r}. (3)
Based on the definition ofHr, the localized discrepancy from P to Q is defined as:110
discrH(Q,P ) = sup
h,h02Hr
(EQL(h
0, h)  EPL(h0, h)) (4)
For any h 2 H, the l calized disparity discrepancy from P to Q is defined as:111
discrh,H(Q,P ) = sup
h02Hr
(EQL(h
0, h)  EPL(h0, h)) . (5)
After he definitions, we can directly find that th localized i ies are increas ng fu ctions112
for 0  r 1. So we have discrH(Q,P )  isc1 ( , ) discH(Q,P ) and discrh,H(Q,P ) 113
disc1h,H(Q,P ) = disch,H(Q,P ). For a proper choice of r, we can see that above terms can also lead114
target error bound.115
T e r m 3.2. For distribut on P ,Q on X ⇥Y and hypothesis spaceH, let   be the ideal joint error:116
117
  = min
h2H
(errP (h) + errQ(h)) (6)
Then for any r     and h 2 Hr, we have the following upper bound of target error,118
errQ(h)  errP (h) + discrH(Q,P ) +  , (7)
For any r     and 2 H, we av the following upper bound of target error,119
errQ(h)  errP (h) + discrh,H(Q,P ) +  . (8)
T form of th b un s are the sam t eir pre c s ors xcept the discre ancy t rm. The first term120
s urce err r term. T ideal joi t error   coincid s with the famous adaptability term in previous121
resu ts proposed i [1]. As the ocaliz d iscr pan es are smaller, thes bounds with localized122
di crepancy are also relatively smalle .123
We can see that the target expected error can be bounded by the localized discrepancy under the124
condition tha r    . Pr viou work how that a maller is necessary for success of domain125
ad ptation [3]. We show that this assumption actually implies a re tricted space for ideal hypothesis.126
Although we can’t get the accurate value of  , we must assu e that the   is small or the task is127
certain to fail. Thus t e choice of r could be more fl xible.128
3
3 L calized Discrepancy89
In this section, we propo the defi itio s of localized discrepa cies. Since P and Q are different90
di tributions, we e d s me stati tics to measure th shift across domains. A series of seminal91
wo k conc rat o desig ing distributio d scr pa cies for domain adaptation. [1] proposed the92
H H-divergence for 01 loss:93
discH(Q,P ) sup
h,h02H
|EQL(h0, h)  EPL(h0, h)|, (1)
T is divergence i defined o t e ch sen hypothesis space and has good generalization properties.94
Later, [22] exten ed theH -diverg nce to the discr pancy distance which can be generalized to95
a broader class of loss func ions. Recently, [34] introduced the di parity discrepancy which takes96
upremum ver a hypoth si i stead f the s ce {L(h0, h)|h, h0 2 H}. Disparity discrepancy does7
not only d pend on the hypothesis space, bu also dep nd on a hypothesis h. It could be written as:98
disch,H(Q,P ) = sup
h02H
(EQL(h
0, h)  EPL(h0, h)) , (2)
Based on these discrepancies, these work proposed target error upper bound that can be estimated99
from labeled dataset Pn and unlabeled dataset Qm.100
The main idea behind th se bounds is bounding the performanc gap of all possible good hypoth sis101
on both omain . N nethel s , previ us bounds al o take ma y irrelevant ypothesis that ar far102
fr m he good hyp t sis into account. If we c ld furt er emove them and redu e the hypothesis103
p ce f r i crepancy, will imp ve the estimation of target error a d the generalizati ability of104
the uppe bound. Under the comm n as umpti n that P and Q hare similar semantics, we can s e105
that th g od hypothesis should also have a low error on sou ce d main. Inspired by this observation,106
we trodu e th localiz d hypothes s space and define the new localized discrepancies:107
Definition 3.1. For any source distributio P , target distribution Q on X ⇥ Y and any hypothesis108
paceH, the localized hypothesis spaceHr is defined as:109
Hr = {h 2 H|EPL(h(x), y)  r}. (3)
Based on the definition ofHr, the localiz d discrepancy from P to Q is defined as:110
discrH(Q, ) = sup
h,h02Hr
(EQL(h
0, h)  EPL(h0, h)) (4)
Fo any h 2 H, the l c liz d disparity discrepancy from P to Q i defined as:111
discrh, , ) = sup
h02Hr
(EQL(h
0, h)  EPL(h0, h)) . (5)
After the definitions, we can directly find that the localized discrepancies are increasing functions112
for 0  r 1. So we have discrH(Q,P )  disc1H(Q,P ) = discH(Q,P ) and discrh,H(Q,P ) 113
disc1h,H(Q,P ) = disch,H(Q,P ). For a prope choice of , we can see that above terms can also lead114
target error bound.115
The r m 3.2. For distribut on P ,Q on X ⇥Y and hypothesis spaceH, let   b the ideal joint error:116
117
  = min
h2H
(errP (h) + errQ(h)) (6)
Th n for any r     and h 2 Hr, we have the following u per bound of target error,118
er Q(h)  errP ( ) + discrH(Q,P ) +  , (7)
For any r     and h 2 H, w have the following upper bound of target error,119
errQ(h)  errP (h) + discrh,H( , P ) +  . (8)
The m of the bounds are the sa e a their pred cessors except the discrepancy term. The first term120
is sou ce err r term. The ideal joint error   oincid s w th the famous adaptability term in previous121
r sult proposed in [1]. As th oc liz d iscrepanc es are smaller, these bounds with localized122
discrepancy are al o relatively smaller.123
We can see t at the target expected error can be bounded by the localized discrepancy under the124
condition tha r    . Pr vi u works show that a smaller   is e essary for success of domain125
adaptation [ ]. We show that this assumption actually implies a re tricted space for ideal hypothesis.126
Although we can’t get the accura e value of  , we must assume that the   is small or the task is127
certain to fail. Thus the choice of r could be more flexible.128
3
(a) Test Accuracy
3 L calized Discrepancy89
In this section, we propose the definitions of localized discrepancies. Since P and Q are different90
distributions, we eed some statistics to measure the shift across domains. A series of seminal91
work concentrate on d signing distribution discrepanci s for domain adapt tion. [1] proposed the92
H H-d vergence for 01 loss:93
discH(Q,P ) = sup
h,h02H
|EQL(h0, h)  EPL(h0, h)|, (1)
This divergence is defined on the chosen hypothesis space and has good generaliz ion prop rties.94
Later, [22] extend d t eH H-divergence to the iscrepancy distance which can be generalized to95
a broader clas f loss functions. Recently, [34] i troduced the dis a ity d scr pancy which takes96
supremum o er a hypothesis nst ad of the pace {L(h0, h)|h, h0 2 H}. Disparity discrepancy does97
not only dep nd on the hypothesis space, but also depend on hypot esis h. It could be written as:98
disch,H(Q,P ) = sup
h02H
(EQL(h
0, h)  EPL(h0, h)) , (2)
Based on thes discr panci s, these work proposed target error upper boun that can be estimated99
from labeled dataset Pn and unlabeled dataset Qm.100
The main idea behind these bounds is boundi g the p rformanc gap of all possible good hypothesis101
on both domains. Nonetheless, previous bounds also take many irrelevant hypothesis that are far102
from the good hypothesis into account. If we could further remove them and reduce the hypothesis103
s ace for isc pancy, w will improve the estimation of target error and the generalization ability of104
he upper bound. Under the common assumpti that P and Q share similar se antics, we can see105
that the good hypothesis should also h ve a low error on source domain. Inspired by this ob ervation,106
we introduce the localized hypothesis space and define the new localized discrepancies:107
Definition 3.1. For y source tribution P , target distribution Q on X ⇥ Y and any hypothesis108
spaceH, the localized hypothesis spaceHr is defined as:109
Hr = {h 2 H|EPL(h(x), y)  r}. (3)
Based on t e definition ofHr, the localized discrepancy from P to Q is defined as:110
discrH(Q,P ) = sup
h,h02Hr
(EQL(h
0, h)  EPL(h0, h)) (4)
For any h 2 H, the localized disparity discrepancy from P to Q is defined as:111
discrh,H(Q,P ) = sup
h02Hr
(EQL(h
0, h)  EPL(h0, h)) . (5)
After the definitions, we can directly find that the localized discrepancies are increasing functions112
for 0  r  1. So we have discrH(Q,P )  disc1H(Q,P ) = discH(Q,P ) and discrh,H(Q,P ) 113
disc1h,H(Q,P ) = disch,H(Q,P ). For a proper choice of r, we can see that above terms can also lead114
target error bound.115
Theorem 3.2. For distribution P ,Q on X ⇥Y and hypothesis spaceH, let   be the ideal joint error:116
117
  = min
h2H
(errP (h) + errQ(h)) (6)
Then for any r     and h 2 Hr, we have the following upper bound of target error,118
rrQ(h)  errP (h) + discrH(Q,P ) +  , (7)
For any r     and h 2 H, we have the following upper bound of target error,119
errQ(h)  errP (h) + discrh,H(Q,P ) +  . (8)
The form of t e bounds a e the same as th ir p decessors except the discrepancy term. The first term120
is ourc error term. The ideal joint error   coincides with the fa ous adaptability term in previous121
result prop sed in [1]. As the loc lized disc epanci s are smaller, these bounds with localized122
discrepancy re also relatively smaller.123
We can s e that the target xpected error can be bounded by the localized discrepancy under the124
co diti n that    . Pr viou works show that a smaller   is necessary for success of domain125
a pt ion [3]. We sh w that this assump ion actually implies a r stricted space for ideal hypothesis.126
Altho gh we can’t get the accurat val e of  , we must assume that the   is small or the task is127
ce t in to fail. Thus the hoice of r could be more flexible.128
3
3 Localized Discrepancy89
In t is e tion, w propose th d finit ons of localized iscrepanci s. Since P nd Q are differ nt90
dist ibut on , w ne d some st tistics t measure the shift across domains. A series of seminal91
w rk concentr t on designing distr bution discrepancies for domain adaptation. [1] proposed the92
H H-divergence f r 01 loss:93
discH(Q,P ) = sup
h,h02H
|EQL(h0, h)  EPL(h0, h)|, (1)
This diverg nce is defined on the chosen hypothesis spa e and has go d g neraliz tion properties.94
Later, [22] ext nded theH H-divergence to the discrepancy distance which can be generalized to95
a broader class of loss functions. Recently, [34] introduced the isparity discrepancy which takes96
su remum over a hypot esis instead of the space {L(h0, h)|h, h0 2 H}. Dis arity discrepancy does97
not only depend on the hypothesis space, but als depend on a hypothesis h. It could be written as:98
isch,H(Q,P ) = sup
h02H
(EQL(h
0, h)  EPL(h0, h)) , (2)
Based on t es discr panci , th s work proposed target err r pper bound th t can be estimated99
from labeled dataset Pn and unlabeled dataset Qm.100
The main idea behind th se bounds is boun ing erformance gap of all possible good hypothesis101
n both do ain . No th less, pr vio s bounds also take many irr levant ypothesis that are far102
fro the g d ypothesis into acc u t. If w could further remove them and r duce the hypothesis103
space for discre cy, we will im r v the estimation of target error an t e generalization ability of104
the upp r b und. U d r t e c mm n ssu ption that P and Q share imilar semantics, we can see105
that he go d hypothesis s uld also ave a low error o source domain. Insp red by this observation,106
we introduc th localized hypothesi s ace a d define t e new localized discrepancies:107
Definition 3.1. For an sou ce distribution P , t get istribution Q on X ⇥ Y and y hypothesis108
spaceH, the localized hypot esis spaceHr is defined as:109
Hr = {h 2 H|EPL(h(x), y)  r}. (3)
Based on the definition ofHr, the localized discrepancy from P to Q is defined as:110
discrH(Q,P ) = sup
h,h02Hr
(EQL
0, h)  EPL(h0, h)) (4)
For any h 2 H, the localized disparity discrepancy from P to Q is defined as:111
discrh,H(Q,P ) = sup
h02Hr
(EQL(h
0, h)  EPL(h0, h)) . (5)
Aft r the efinitions, we can rectly fin that the localized discrepancies are increasing functions112
for 0  r  1. So we have discrH(Q,P )  isc1H(Q,P ) = discH(Q,P ) and discrh,H(Q,P ) 113
disc1h,H(Q,P ) = disch,H(Q,P ). For a proper choice of r, we can see that above terms can also lead114
target error bound.115
Theorem 3.2. For distribution P ,Q on X ⇥Y and hypothesis spaceH, let   be the ideal joint error:116
117
  = min
h2H
(errP (h) + errQ(h)) (6)
Then for any r   and h 2 H , we have the following upper bound of target error,118
errQ(h)  errP (h) + discH(Q,P ) +  , (7)
For any r     and h 2 H, we have the following upper bound of target rror,119
errQ(h)  errP (h) + discrh,H(Q,P ) +  . (8)
he f rm of the bounds are the sa e as their predec ssors except the di c epancy term. The first term120
is source error term. The ideal joint e r r   coincide with t famous adaptability term in previous121
r ults prop se in [1]. As the localized discrepan ies ar smaller, these bounds with localized122
discrepancy are also rel tiv ly s all r.123
We can see that the target expected error can b bounded by the localized discrepancy under the124
condition that r    . Previous works show that a smaller   is necessary for success of domain125
adaptation [3]. We show that this assumption actually implies a restricted space for ideal hypothesis.126
Although we can’t get the accurate value of  , we must assume th t the   is small or the task is127
certain to fail. Thus the ch ice of r could be more flexible.128
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(b) Equilibrium on Sou ce
3 Localize Discr pancy89
In this section, we propose the definitions of localized discrepancies. Since P and Q are different90
distributions, we eed som statistics to measure the shift across domains. A series of seminal91
work onc ntr t on d signing distr bution discrepancies for domain adaptation. [1] proposed the92
H H-divergence f r 01 loss:93
discH(Q,P ) = sup
h,h02H
|EQL(h0, h)  EPL(h0, h)|, (1)
This divergence is defined on th chose hypothesis space and has good generalization properties.94
L ter, [22] xtend d theH H-divergence to the discrepancy distance which can be generalized to95
a broader class of lo s functions. Recently, [34] introduced the disparity discrepancy which takes96
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(c) Equilibrium on Target
Figure 1: Example
4.1 Localized Discrepancy Value an be Strictly Smaller156
In he prev ous sections, we have shown th t the loc lized discr p ncy is smaller t an the iscrepancy157
distance. We ill fur er show that the localized discrepancy is strictly smaller.158
Example 4.1. W fi t c nsid r a c mmonly-used xample. Consid r X = R andH as the threshold159
f nc ion class. A thr s ld f nction can be d fined s h t at outputs 1 on x < t and 0 therwi e. At160
this time, th funct on 1[ht1 6= ht2 ] can be wri te as 1[x 2 (t1, t2]]. We assume that source distribu-161
t on P is uniform distribution on X (P ) = [0, 1] nd target distribution Q is uniform distribution on162
X (Q) = [ 12   ✏, 12 + ✏]. The two domains share the same label ng function h 12 . So it could be easily163
checked th t discH(Q,P ) = 1, di ch,H(Q,P ) = 12 and disc
r
H(Q,P ) = 2r.164
W ca se that compare with the values of other iscr pancies, 2r is much more tolerabl in the165
upper bound of t rget domain error. This example s ow th t even the support of source domain are166
high y non-overlapping, the domain adaptation is still possible. And this fact could be revealed by167
the l alized discrepancy. It is worthy to note that the value f l calize discr pancy turns to zero168
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Figur 1: x mples f Sec ion 4. The ar a in as li es is the r ng of localized hyp thesis
space.
n X (P ) = [12 − , 12 + ]. e two mai s shar the s l beling funct h 12 . So it coul
be easily che k d th t discH(P, ) 1− 2, d sch1/2,H(P, ) = 12 −  a d dis Hr(P,Q) = 0
f r all r ∈ (0, 14).
When  s small r, discH(P, ) w ll pp ch 1. Even set h = h1/2 = ∗ s the ide l
joi t hypothesis, disch,H(P,Q) is s large 12 . In his xa ple, the l a zed di c pan y
has significantly smaller value o pare wit the non-localized discrepanc . This exa ple
sho s that even t support se f the two d mai s are hig ly n n-overlapping, e om in
ad ptation is still possibl . A d t i fa t c uld be reveal d by the lo alized discre ancy.
Example 2 (Gaussian Mi tu s) We then consid r transf r bet en wo Gaussian ix-
tures on X = R. The hypothesis space is the same as in Example 1. We take P =
1
2N (−10, 1) + 12N (8, 1) and Q = 12N (−8, 1) + 12N (10, 1). We set source ideal hypothesis
h∗P as h−1 and target ideal hypothesis h
∗
Q as h1. At this time, the ideal joint hypothesis
h∗ = h0. After simple calculations, we have discH(P,Q) ≥ 0.68, disch0,H(P,Q) ≥ 0.68 and
discHr(P,Q) < 0.001 for r ∈ (λ,
√
λ).
In this example, both distributions have good clustering structures. The inter-distance
between centers of different class is about 18. And the intra-distance between source and
target cluster centers in each class is 2. Although the intra-distance is not near since the
source and the target do not closely overlap, the inter-distance is much larger and the transfer
could also be safe. The localized H∆H-discrepancy could capture this fact, when the other
vanilla discrepancies fail to give satisfactory upper bounds.
4.2 Asymmetric Properties
We discuss the asymmetric properties of the localized discrepancies in this section. Long
et al. (2019) finds that in experiments, the difficulties of transfer from P to Q can be
significantly different with transfer from Q to P . If we exchange P and Q in the previous
discrepancies Ben-David et al. (2010); Zhang et al. (2019), the upper bounds will remain the
same. This contradiction indicates that we need a new discrepancy-based theory to address
the asymmetric case. In this section, we will show that the localized discrepancies are able to
reveal the asymmetric difficulties, thereby giving a preliminary answer to this open problem.
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In the threshold learning problem (Example 1), we can intuitively conjecture that the
transfer from P to Q should be easier than from Q to P , since P is concentrated around the
separating point. We now show that this fact could be revealed by the localized discrepancy.
Example 3 (Threshold Learning Rivisited) We continue to discuss the threshold learn-
ing in Example 1. When we take P as target distribution and Q as source distribution, the
values of the three discrepancies change to discH(Q,P ) = 1− 2, disch 1
2
,H(Q,P ) = 12 −  and
discrH(Q,P ) = r(
1
 − 2) for all r ∈ (0, ].
For r(1 − 2) ≥ 0, the localized H∆H-discrepancy can capture the asymmetric difficulties
while other discrepancies cannot. The localized H∆H-discrepancy also shows that under a
stronger restriction on parameter r, the discrepancy could be smaller and the transfer could
be easier.
Example 4 (Target on Low-dimensional Manifold) Consider X = [0, 1]2 and H as
the linear classifier space. Let source P be uniform distribution on [0, 1]2 and target Q
be uniform distribution on line segment {(t, 12)|0 ≤ t ≤ 1}. Set the labeling function l
as l(x1, x2) = 1[x1 > 12 ]. We can prove that discH(P,Q) = 1, discl,H(P,Q) ≥ 12 and
discHr(P,Q) = 0 for all r ∈ (0, 14). After exchanging the source and target domains, we have
discH(Q,P ) = discHr(Q,P ) = 1. At this time, it is impossible to learn the ideal hypothesis l
with only source data from Q and the disparity discrepancy will also be large.
In this example, target domain lies on a low-dimensional manifold of source domain
support set. Transfer from low-dimensional Q to high-dimensional P is almost impossible.
As previous work Martinet and Kpotufe (2018) illustrates, it is hard for discrepancy-based
theories to cope with this setting. If the discrepancy is symmetric, then the discrepancy on
transfer from P to Q will be as large as transfer from Q to P . We show that the localized
H∆H-discrepancy is asymmetric and could be very small when transfer from P to Q. Thus
the localized discrepancies could provide theoretical foundations for this setting.
5. Improving Generalization Bounds with Localized Discrepancies
In this section, we propose novel generalization bounds for domain adaptation based on
the localized discrepancies. In the seminal theories Ben-David et al. (2010); Mansour et al.
(2009a); Zhang et al. (2019), the sample complexity terms of the generalization bounds
are commonly proved as O(
√
d log n/n +
√
d logm/m), where d is VC dimension of the
hypothesis space H. We prove that the localized discrepancies could lead to improved
generalization bounds, and a notable new finding is that the sample complexity terms depend
on the value of the localized discrepancies. We will first give bounds based on the localized
H∆H-discrepancy (4) and then bounds on the localized disparity discrepancy (5).
5.1 Generalization Bound with Localized H∆H-Discrepancy
We begin with the binary classification setting using 0-1 loss. We first introduce an objective
function for estimating and minimizing the target error bound based on datasets Pn and Qm.
Recall from Theorem 2 that the target error bound based on the localized H∆H-discrepancy
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is for all h ∈ Hr,
errQ(h) ≤ errP (h) + discHr(P,Q) + λ. (9)
We adopt the common assumption that λ is small Ben-David et al. (2010). As the computa-
tions of the first two terms are separated, we can first minimize the error of hypothesis h on
source labeled data and then estimate the localized H∆H-discrepancy on both source and
target unlabeled data. Recall that Theorem 2 requires the main hypothesis to satisfy h ∈ Hr.
However, this cannot be directly examined since the original distributions are unknown. To
solve this problem, we show that a localized hypothesis space H˜r− with small error on the
source dataset can be included in Hr with high probability. Estimation of the localized
H∆H-discrepancy can be seen as a constrained optimization problem:
sup
h,h′∈Hr
(EQmL(h
′, h)− EPnL(h′, h)). (10)
Again, the problem of deciding whether hypothesis h is in Hr is unsolvable. To address this
difficulty, we prove that a localized hypothesis space H˜r+ with small error on the source
dataset can subsume Hr with high probability. The definitions of the two localized hypothesis
spaces are given below.
Definition 6 For distribution P and its sample Pn, binary classifier space H with VC
dimension d, and any δ > 0, let E = 4d(1+4 ln(n/d))−ln δ/16n . For all r > E, set C+(n, d, δ, r) =
E
2 (1 +
√
1 + 4rE ), C
−(n, d, δ, r) =
√Er and define the localized hypothesis spaces H˜r+, H˜r−
as
H˜r+ = {h ∈ H|EPnL(h(x), y) ≤ r + C+(n, d, δ, r)},
H˜r− = {h ∈ H|EPnL(h(x), y) ≤ r − C−(n, d, δ, r)}.
(11)
Lemma 7 With probability no less than 1− δ2 , we have H˜r− ⊂ Hr ⊂ H˜r+.
Thus the objective for finding hypothesis h that generalizes across domains can be written
as
min
h∈H˜r−
{errPn(h)}+ discH˜r+ (Pn, Qm). (12)
Note that the constraint h ∈ H˜r− could be naturally satisfied for r > λ and large enough n.
With this objective, we derive the following generalization bound for binary classification.
Theorem 8 (Generalization Bound with Localized H∆H-Discrepancy) For distri-
butions P , Q on X × Y, their empirical distributions Pn, Qm, binary classifier space H with
VC dimension d and δ > 0, let λ be the ideal joint error and set E as Definition 6. Set fixed
r > E + λ. Let hˆ be the solution of objective (12). Then with probability no less than 1− δ,
we have
errQ(hˆ) ≤ errPn(hˆ) + discH˜r+ (Pn, Qm) + λ+O(
d log n+ log(1/δ)
n
) +O(
d logm+ log(1/δ)
m
)
+O(
√
2r(d log n+ log(1/δ))
n
) +O(
√
(discH˜r+ (Pn, Qm) + 2r)(d logm+ log(1/δ))
m
).
(13)
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This bound shows that the localized discrepancy also influences the generalization error.
The localized parameter r plays a dominant role in controlling the source sample complexity,
while both r and the empirical localized H∆H-discrepancy control the target complexity.
When these terms are smaller, the rate of this upper bound can be faster than previous bounds
with O(
√
d log n/n+
√
d logm/m) complexity. When P ≈ Q and r ≈ λ, the complexity term
has similar order with classic supervised learning bound O(
√
errD(h)d log n/n+ d log n/n)
Vapnik (1998); Boucheron et al. (2005). Except the negligible λ term, the right hand of the
generalization bound can be empirically computed from finite samples. With a proper choice
of r, the upper bound may provide an explicit guidance on algorithm designs.
The main idea behind the proof (deferred to the appendix) is that the localized H∆H-
discrepancy could control the function class that is reachable during estimation. Previous
discrepancies such as H∆H-divergence Ben-David et al. (2010) takes the supremum on
the whole hypothesis space, while the supremum may be reached by any hypothesis in the
whole space. This fact limits the generalization ability of these discrepancies. The localized
H∆H-discrepancy excludes a large portion of unreachable hypotheses and yields remarkable
reduction of both discrepancy value and generalization error.
5.2 Generalization Bound with Localized Disparity Discrepancy
We further derive generalization bound with the localized disparity discrepancy. Similar with
the objective (12), the localized disparity discrepancy leads to another objective on datasets
Pn and Qm:
min
h∈H
{errPn(h) + disch,H˜r+ (Pn, Qm)} , minh∈HO(h,H, r
+, Pn, Qm). (14)
The localized hypothesis space H˜r+ follows Definition 6. The upper bound led by the
localized disparity discrepancy is more flexible and it does not require the main hypothesis
to satisfy h ∈ Hr− . It is worthy to note that the two terms in the objective (14) are no
longer separated. The main classifier h also participates in the estimation of the discrepancy.
Compared with objective (12), the solution of objective (14) leads to a smaller upper bound.
This is explained in the following proposition.
Proposition 9 Set hˆ as the solution of objective (12) and hˇ as the solution of objective (14).
We have the following results:
O(hˇ,H, r+, Pn, Qm) ≤ errPn(hˆ) + discH˜r+ (Pn, Qm) ≤ r + discH˜r+ (Pn, Qm). (15)
As the definition of the discrepancy is hypothesis-dependent and more flexible, the
localized disparity discrepancy can further avoid overestimation. Under the objective (14),
the upper bound induced by the localized disparity discrepancy is given in the following
theorem.
Theorem 10 (Generalization Bound with Localized Disparity Discrepancy) For dis-
tributions P , Q on X × Y, their empirical distributions Pn, Qm, binary classifier space H
and δ > 0, set fixed r > λ. Let hˇ be the solution of objective (14). Then with probability no
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less than 1− δ, we have
errQ(hˇ) ≤ errPn(hˇ) + dischˇ,H˜r+ (Pn, Qm) + λ+O(
d log n+ log(1/δ)
n
) +O(
d logm+ log(1/δ)
m
)
+O(
√
(errPn(hˇ) + r)(d log n+ log(1/δ))
n
) +O(
√
(O(hˇ,H, r+, Pn, Qm) + r)(d logm+ log(1/δ))
m
).
(16)
This bound inherits the advantages of the bound proposed in Theorem 8. Moreover, this
bound is slightly improved when errPn(hˇ) < r due to the fact proposed in Proposition 9.
6. Super Transfer with Localized Discrepancies
Finally, we delve into the asymmetric sample complexity with the localized H∆H-discrepancy.
Hanneke et al. Hanneke and Kpotufe (2019) initiate “super transfer” in hypothesis transfer
setting to describe that source domain enjoys a faster sample complexity compared with target
domain. In the previous bounds, we can see that both source and target sample complexities
share the same order. To achieve super transfer in unsupervised domain adaptation, we
further extend the localized discrepancies to a boosted version. Inspired by the “transfer
exponent” proposed in Hanneke and Kpotufe (2019), we define the γ-boosted localized
H∆H-discrepancy and derive the target error upper bound as follows:
Definition 11 For distributions P , Q on X × Y, hypothesis space H and r > 0, the γ-
boosted localized H∆H-discrepancy is defined as
discγHr(P,Q) = sup
h,h′∈Hr
(
EQL(h
′, h)− (EPL(h′, h))γ
)
. (17)
Theorem 12 For distributions P , Q on X × Y and hypothesis space H, let λ be the ideal
joint error. Assume λ < 12 . Then for any γ ≥ 1, r ∈ (λ, 12) and h ∈ Hr, we have the
following upper bound of target error,
errQ(h) ≤ 2γ−1(errP (h))γ + discγHr(P,Q) + λ. (18)
When γ = 1, the upper bound (18) coincides with the bound with the localized H∆H-
discrepancy (7). As errP (h) < 12 for all h ∈ Hr, we have 2γ−1(errP (h))γ = (2errP (h))γ−1errP (h) <
errP (h) for all γ > 1. Although the coefficient is 2γ−1, the source error term is actually
smaller for all γ > 1. This bound shows interesting trade-off between discrepancy and the
source error term. When γ grows larger, the source error term will be smaller and the
discrepancy will be larger. After introducing the upper bound led by the γ-boosted localized
discrepancy, we study the generalization properties. Akin to Equation (12), we define the
objective led by the γ-boosted localized H∆H-discrepancy as
min
h∈H˜r−
{errPn(h)}+ discγH˜r+ (Pn, Qm), (19)
where the localized hypothesis spaces H˜r+ and H˜r− follow Definition 6.
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Theorem 13 (Generalization Bound with γ-Boosted Localized H∆H-Discrepancy)
For distributions P , Q on X × Y, their empirical distributions Pn, Qm, binary classifier
space H with VC dimension d, γ ≥ 1 and δ > 0, let λ be the ideal joint error and set E
as Definition 6. Set fixed r > E + λ. Let hˆ be the solution of objective (12). Then with
probability no less than 1− δ, we have
errQ(hˆ) ≤ errPn(hˆ) + discH˜r+ (Pn, Qm) + λ+ (O(
d log n+ log(1/δ)
n
))γ +O(
d logm+ log(1/δ)
m
)
+ (O(
√
2r(d log n+ log(1/δ))
n
))γ +O(
√
(discH˜r+ (Pn, Qm) + (2r)
γ)(d logm+ log(1/δ))
m
).
(20)
With the γ-boosted localized H∆H-discrepancy, the rates of source and target sample
complexities become different. The rate of the source domain can be faster and more sample-
efficient than that of the target domain, thus the super transfer can be achieved. We will
discuss the bounds for general loss family, the γ-boosted localized disparity discrepancy and
the setting of 0 < γ < 1 in appendix.
7. Related Work
Theory for Domain Adaptation One of the mainstream domain adaptation theoretical
frameworks is the discrepancy-based theory. The seminal work Ben-David et al. (2007)
first proposes H∆H-divergence for binary classification. Mansour et al. (2009a) extends
the theory to a wider class of tasks and gives further theoretical analysis for regularized
convex problems. After that, Cortes and Mohri (2014) proposes detailed studies on domain
adaptation in regression tasks. Cortes et al. (2015) proposes delicate generalized discrepancy
which shares the advantages of discrepancy-based method and importance weighting. Zhang
et al. (2019) comes up with the disparity discrepancy which is hypothesis-dependent. Germain
et al. (2013) studies domain adaptation problem with discrepancy from the PAC-Bayesian
perspective. Mohri and Medina (2012) adapts the discrepancy to domain adaptation problem
with available target labeled data.
Another line of theories focus on adopting classical distribution distances in domain
adaptation. Courty et al. (2017); Redko et al. (2017); Courty et al. (2017) consider using
Wasserstein distance as surrogate of the parameterized discrepancy. Long et al. (2015); Redko
and Bennani (2016) adopt Kernel Maximum Mean Discrepancy Gretton et al. (2012) as an
upper bound of the previous discrepancies. In addition, Germain et al. (2016); Johansson
et al. (2019) derive upper bounds for target error with divergences defined with the density
ratio. There are also works concentrating on domain adaptation with importance weighting
methods Sugiyama et al. (2007); Sugiyama et al. (2008); Cortes et al. (2010). Domain
adaptation problem is analyzed as structured generalization models from the causal view
Zhang et al. (2013); Gong et al. (2016). A series of works Ben-David and Urner (2014); Scott
(2018); Martinet and Kpotufe (2018) provide theoretical results for domain adaptation with
non-parametric models.
Theory for Transfer Learning There are also other paradigms in the broader transfer
learning area. Kuzborskij and Orabona (2013); l Perrot and Habrard (2015); Du et al. (2017);
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Hanneke and Kpotufe (2019) study hypothesis transfer which learns from smaller target
labeled data and auxiliary hypothesis. Yang et al. (2013); Chattopadhyay et al. (2013);
Berlind and Urner (2015) study active transfer learning which allows requirements for a few
labels of target data. Multitask learning problem concentrates on how to share knowledge
between different tasks for better overall results Maurer (2006); Pentina and Ben-David
(2015); Maurer et al. (2016); Pentina and Lampert (2017); Wu et al. (2020). Lifelong learning
or learning to learn maximizes the overall performance on the tasks drawn from underlying
task distribution Pentina and Lampert (2014, 2015); Khodak et al. (2019).
8. Conclusion
In this paper, we define several localized discrepancies and study them from multiple
perspectives. We show that the localized discrepancies can significantly avoid overestimation
and reveal asymmetric transfer difficulties. We prove improved generalization bounds, and
extend the localized discrepancies to the boosted versions, leading to a generalization bound
that achieves super transfer.
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